COMPANY FACT SHEET: LAM
EXPANDING TO GREATER PORTLAND

WHERE IN GREATER PORTLAND: Tualatin, Oregon

FROM: Fremont, California

WHY THEY CHOSE GREATER PORTLAND: Talent, quality of life, similar culture to the Bay Area

SPACE: Six buildings over a 58-acre campus, just 12 miles from downtown Portland. Lam’s Tualatin campus is the primary location for research, development, and manufacturing of deposition tools and equipment for the semiconductor industry. Lam is expanding fast and another building is currently being planned to accommodate the company’s growth.

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT IN GREATER PORTLAND: 1400

EXPANSION DATE: Lam acquired the Tualatin location in 2012 and has since been expanding and modernizing the campus.

TALENT: Since opening their doors in Tualatin, Lam has been growing and bringing additional talented engineers to the area. They hire experienced mechanical, electrical, systems, and process engineers. Lam also looks for manufacturing technicians and supply chain specialists.

SENIOR DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING EASWAR SRINIVASAN: “One reason Lam expanded into the Portland Metro Area was because of the attractive environment and lower cost of living relative to the Bay Area. Another reason we chose Portland was for the existing semiconductor ecosystem with both customers and suppliers.”

INCENTIVES PROGRAM: Strategic Reserve Fund (2012)
To assist with recruiting, training and relocating 100 new hires by the end of 2012, the State of Oregon Strategic Reserve Fund granted Lam a $400,000 forgivable loan.